The Committee is pleased to nominate **Professor Anil Deolalikar** of the Department of Economics and **Professor Mary Gauvain** of the Department of Psychology as recipients of the **DISTINGUISHED CAMPUS SERVICE AWARD** for the academic year 2009-2010. Their contributions to their home departments, the Academic Senate, and the campus community have been outstanding in their consistency and positive impact, often during times of budgetary and institutional stress.

**Professor Deolalikar** has served with energy and wisdom as CHASS Associate Dean, Director of the Public Policy Initiative, acting chair of Sociology, and interim Dean of AGSM. He has chaired the UCR Senate Committee on Research and served on the School of Medicine Taskforce as well as the Chancellor’s committee on sustainability. He was a member of the team that established research ties with Tohoku University in Sendai, Japan.

Active as well in Systemwide deliberations that have had an important impact on UCR, Professor Deolalikar has helped plan the UC-wide School of Global Health and the UC India Initiative. He has also been a member of the UC Commission on the Future. The awards committee was impressed by his record of working effectively with faculty of disparate interests from the various colleges and disciplines, and doing so with energy, enthusiasm, wisdom, and optimism.

**Professor Mary Gauvain**’s sustained record of service at a high level has strengthened the campus’s system of shared governance in a variety of ways. She has served as chair of the CHASS Executive Committee, chair of Planning and Budget, and chair of the Joint Planning and Budget Sub-Committee on Campus Administration and Growth. She has contributed to the work of the Executive Council, the Systemwide Planning and Budget Committee, the Senate Research Committee, the Institutional Review Board, the NCAA Division I Committee, and the Commission to Investigate the Lothian Fire. In the fall of 2009 she was the Senate’s interim vice chair. In her work on the Budget Advisory Committee, she was a leader in the effort to assemble and analyze each unit’s budget and establish priorities in a time of severe funding shortfalls.

The committee’s commendation goes to Professor Gauvain for her long record of facilitating and guiding difficult deliberations of high importance to the life of the campus.
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